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ACROSS
Tender, supporting, escort's offering a pub 
job (7)

1

Act oddly in front of shooter somewhat (1,6)5
Limit cables reconfigured to set off part of 
thermostat (10,5)

9

Soup served with, say, chicken skin being 
part of order (3,7)

10

Filament is hot when in contact with gaseous 
mixture (4)

11

Nark cut short informer or storyteller (8)13
Get rid of tree close to house (4)15
Track opening (4)18
People tucked into a diet adapted for senility 
(8)

19

Keep space for cargo (4)22
A target captured by naval force stalls (4,6)23
Perception changed with depressants (5-10)26
Former partner, back to fight in court, is 
wiped out (7)

27

A position given backing after crime boss is 
charitable (7)

28

DOWN
Young child with showy jewellery is 
effervescent (8)

1

Card game is not very good without clubs 
(5)

2

One supplies power to improve a military 
alliance right? (10)

3

Removed passage and note was first written 
up with one included (8)

4

Basic chemicals as found lying around 
excavation (6)

5

Child's food stuff stored in citrus keeper (4)6
Definite ending to prayer time? Heavens! (9)7
Guru is sexy, uninhibited and cheeky? (6)8
Emergency worker, one offered money in 
Chinese capital (4,6)

12

Muslim sovereign in territory upset 
following (9)

14

Property document containing deception, in 
retrospect, should be left (8)

16

Roll is used in uploading of class names (8)17
Pure swatch of fabric has texture (6)20
Statement of grievance made to a court is 
evident over time (6)

21

King, joining preparation for Lent, got ready 
to pray (5)

24

Country not needing a revolution (4)25


